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co-SUBSPACES AND FOURTH DUAL TYPES 
VASILIKI A. FARMAKI 

(Communicated by John B. Conway) 

ABSTRACT. For a separable Banach space X, we define the notion of a co+- 
type on X and show that the existence of such a type is equivalent to the 
embeddability of co in X. All these types are weakly null and fourth dual (i.e. 
of the form r(x) = llx +J g9 for g E X****)- We define the II+-dual types on X 
(these are generated by sequences in X**) and prove that they coincide with 
the fourth dual types on X. We also prove that co+-types are fourth dual 
types. 

Introduction. The concept of a type on a separable Banach space X (i.e. a 
function of the form r(x) = limn llx+x, I) has proved very fruitful in the isomorphic 
theory of Banach spaces in recent years. For example, Maurey proved in [4] that a 
separable Banach space X contains 11 if and only if there exists g E X** such that 
IIx+gII = lIx-glI for all x E X. In the language of types, this means that X admits 
a symmetric second dual type (i.e. a type r of the form r(x) = r (-x) = lix + 911 for 
some g E X**) as defined by Haydon and Maurey [2]. 

Maurey's results were refined by Rosenthal in [6], where the important class 
of 11+-types was introduced and shown to coincide with the class of second dual 
types. The existence of such types is characteristic of nonreflexive separable Banach 
spaces and implies that the positive face of the unit ball of 11 embeds in X almost 
isometrically. Rosenthal also defined IP-types for 1 < p < oo, and showed that their 
existence implies the almost isometric embeddability of IP (for p < oo) or c0 (for 
p = oo) in X. For p = 1 and p = oo the converse also holds [4, 6]. 

In the first part of this note we introduce the notion of a co+ -type and prove that 
co+-types have properties analogous to those of the 11+-types. For example, their 
existence implies that the positive face of the unit ball of c0 embeds in X almost 
isometrically. Also, a symmetric type is an l?-type if and only if it is a co+-type, 
in just the same way that a symmetric type is an 11-type if and only if it is an 
l-type [6]. 

The existence of an I'+-type on X does not imply that 11-embeds in X. It is 
therefore rather striking that the existence of a nontrivial co+-type is equivalent to 
the embeddability of c0 in X (Theorem 1.8). 

In the second part of this note it is shown that all co+ -type are of the form 
r(x) = llx + glj with g E X(4) (X(4) is the fourth dual space of X). We show that 
all such functions are indeed types, and we call them fourth dual types. 
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Limits of sequences of second-dual types are themselves types, called dually 
generated. Within this class we define 11+-dual types, analogously to Rosenthal's 
11+-types and show (Theorem 2.6) that 11+-dual types are precisely the fourth dual 
types. Using this theorem, we are able to characterize fourth dual types of the form 
r(x) = llx + gil where g is a Baire-1 element of X(4). 

The class of fourth dual types provides interesting questions for further study. 
Throughout this article, we denote by X a real separable infinite dimensional 

Banach space. X**, X(3) and xt4) are the second, third and fourth duals of X, 
respectively. For a subset A of X, conv A denotes the convex hull of A and conv A 
the closure of conv A. Also [A] denotes the closed linear span of A. 

1. co+-types and co-subspaces. 
DEFINITIONS 1.1. A function r: X -* R is a type on X if there exists a sequence 

(xn) in X such that 

(1) r(x)=limllx+xnll forxEX. 
n 

If (xn) satisfies (1) we say that (xn) generates r. 
A type r on X is: 
trivial if there is a y E X with r(x) = jlx + yll for x E X, 
normalized if r(O) = 1, 
symmetric if r(x) = r(-x) for x E X 
an lP-type for 1 < p < oo if there exists a sequence (xn) in X such that 

r(x) = limlim lix + axn + bxmll 
n m 

for x E X and a, b E R with (ialP + IbIP)"/P = 1 (where we set (lalI? + Iblj?)/1" - 

max(lal, ibl)) and 
an 11+ -type if there exists a sequence (xn) in X such that 

r(x) = lim lim llx + axn + bxm 
n m 

for x EX and a,b> 0with a+b = 1. 
These definitions follow Rosenthal [6], where we refer the reader for more details. 
We introduce the following 
DEFINITION 1.2. A function r: X -p R is a co+-type if there exists a sequence 

(xn) in X such that 

(2) r(x) = lim lim lix + axn + bxm 
n m 

for x E y and a,b > 0 with max(a,b) = 1. 
If (xn) satisfies (2), we say that (xn) co+-doubly generates r. 
Obviously a c0+-type is a type (take a = 1 and b = 0) and an l0-type is a 

co+-type. Moreover the l?-types are precisely the symmetric co+-types (the proof 
is similar to the proof of Proposition 1.5 in [6].) 

DEFINITION 1.3. (a) Let A C X. An element x E X is a co+-convex combi- 
nation of members of A if there exist n E N, nonnegative scalars A1, . . ., An with 
max(A1,.., An) = 1 and xj,...,xn E A such that x _ = Aixi. The set of all 
co+-convex combinations of members of A is denoted by c0+- conv A. 
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(b) Let (xn) and (Yin) be sequences in X. (Ymn) is called a sequence of far-out 
co+ -convex combinations of (xn) if for every I E N there exists a k E N such that 

Ym e co+-conv{xn: n > I} for every m > k. 

DEFINITION 1.4. Let r be a type on X. A sequence (xv) in X co+-strongly gen- 
erates r if every sequence (Ym) of far-out co+ -convex combinations of (x") generates 
1-. 

The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 1.6 of [61 which deals with 1'+- 
types. We write a -', b for nonnegative a, b and e > 0 if la - bl < E. 

THEOREM 1.5. Let r be a type on X and (xn) a sequence in X. 
(a) The sequence (xn) co+ -strongly generates r if and only if for every e < 0 and 

x E X there is an 1 E N such that 

(3) lix + yll- r(x)I <e for all y E co+ -conv{x: n > l1}. 
(b) If (xn) co+ -strongly generates r, then r is a co+ -type on X and (x,) co+ - 

doubly generates r. 
(c) If (xn) co+ -doubly generates r, then there exists a subsequence (yin) of (xn) 

which co+ -strongly generates r. 

PROOF. This theorem can be proved using methods analogous to Rosenthal's. 
We give a shorter proof (of (c)) using techniques of Maurey in [4]. 

(c) According to Definition 1.2, we have r(x) = limn limm lix + ax, + bxmlI for 
x e X and a, b > 0 with max(a, b) = 1, or equivalently 

(4) limlim llx +axn + bxmll = limllx +max(a,b)xnll1 for xe X and a,b>0. 
n m n 

Since X is separable, we can find an increasing sequence (Fm) of finite subsets 
of X with X = Um Fm. Let (Ei) be a sequence of real positive numbers so that 

.- ei < 1/2i. We can assume that llxnII = 1 for all n E N. 
Using Ascoli's theorem, we select inductively a subsequence (yin) of (xn) so that 

lim jlx + ayn + bxn j em lim llx + max(a, b)xn n ~~~~~n 
for all x E Fn + m. Ball [Yl,Y2,* * , ym_] and 0 < a, b < 1. 

Let e > 0 and x e X. If x e Fno, choose I e N such that 1/21 <e and mo <1. 
We claim that, 

(5) lllx+yll-r(x)l <e fory eco-conv{y, *:m>l}- 
Indeed, let y = EN- Aiyi with Al, A+?, ... ., AN > 0 and max(Al,..., AN) 1. We 
have that 

N N-1 

x + Aiyi || N lm x + AiYi + ANxn 

i=l i=l 

N-2 

E CN+C__1 lim X + Aiyi + max(AN, AN-1)xn 

Finally 
N 

X + A i i lim lix + max(A,,.. . , AN)xnl r(x). 
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Thus the claim is true. Hence, by continuity, (5) holds for x c X. By (a), it follows 
that (Yin) co+-strongly generates r. 

DEFINITION 1.6 [1]. A type r on X is called weakly null if there exists a sequence 
(xn) in X such that w-limn xn = 0 and (xn) generate r. 

Using Theorem 1.5 we prove that every co+-type is weakly null. 

PROPOSITION 1.7. Every co+-type on X is weakly null. Moreover, for each 
sequence (Xn) in X, which co+-strongly generates a type r on X, we have w- 
limn Xn = 0. 

PROOF. Let r be a co+ -type on X and (xn) a sequence in X which co+ -strongly 
generates r. According to Theorem 1.5(a) for x = 0 and E = 1, there exists an 
1 E N such that 

(6) IIYII-< 1 + r(O) for every y E co+-conv{xn: n > 1}. 

Hence for each increasing sequence (nk) of natural numbers with nk > 1 for k E N, 
we have 

lim || ni + + xnk|| = o 
k k 

Thus the sequence (xn) is weakly null. 
Using all previous results we now give a criterion for the embeddability of co in 

a separable Banach space. 

THEOREM 1.8. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then co embeds in X if 
and only if there exists a nontrivial co+ -type on X. 

PROOF. If co embeds in X, then there exists a nontrivial l?-type on X, as 
Rosenthal has proved in [6]. But every l?'-type is a co+-type. 

Conversely, let r be a nontrivial co+-type on X and r(O) = 1. According to 
Theorem 1.5(c) there exists a sequence (xn) in X which co+-strongly generates r. 
This sequence is weakly null by Proposition 1.7. We can assume that llxnll = 1 for 
all n E N. Also, according to Theorem 1.5(a) (for x = 0 and E = 1), there exists 
an 1 E N such that 

(7) IIYII < 2 for every y E co+-conv{xn: n > 1}. 
In particular 

(8) Xn < 2 for all finite subsets F of {n E N: n > 1}. 
nEF 

Thus there exists a subsequence (Ym) of (xn) which is basic, normalized and 
satisfies ZY,EmEF Ymi11 < 2 for all finite F C N; then (Ym) is equivalent to the unit 
vector basis of co. 

2. Fourth dual types. In this section X denotes a separable, nonreflexive 
infinite-dimensional real Banach space. The space X is identified (via the canonical 
embedding) with a subspace of X** and X** with a subspace of X(4) (the fourth 
dual of X). 

DEFINITION 2. 1. Let r: X -- R be a function. A sequence (X,*) in X** dually 
generatesr if 

(9) r(x) = lim llx + x**II for every x E X. 
n 
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If (xv*) dually generates a function r, then r is a type on X. Indeed, for every 
n E N the functions rn: X -) R with r (x) = lix + xn*ii are types on X (in fact 
11+-types, cf. [6]) and limnrn(x) = r(x) for x E X. But it is known that the set 
T(X) of all types on X is a closed subset of Rx with respect to the topology of 
pointwise convergence [3]. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let r: X -+ R be a function. A sequence (x**) in X** strongly 
dually generates r if every sequence (ym*) of far-out convex combinations of (x**) 
[6, Definition 1.5] dually generates r. 

If a sequence in X** strongly-dually generates a function r, then obviously r is 
a type on X; r is called an l1+-dual type. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let r be a type on X and (x**) a sequence in X**. Then 
(X**) strongly dually generates r if and only if for every e > 0 and x E X there is 
an 1 E N such that 

(10) llx +y**11-r(x)I <e for everyy E conv{x**: n > l}. 

PROOF. If (xn*) does not satisfy (10) for some E < 0, x E X and all 1 E N, then 
we can choose inductively a sequence (ym*) of far-out convex combinations of (x**), 
so that (y**) does not dually generate r. Hence (x**) does not strongly generate r. 
The converse is immediate. 

DEFINITION 2.4. A function r: X -- R is called a fourth-dual type on X if there 
exists a g E X(4) so that 

(11) r(x) = llx + gll for every x E X. 

In this case we write r = tg. 
It is not immediate that a fourth dual type is a type on X. In fact, as we prove 

in Theorem 2.6, the fourth dual types are precisely the 11+-dual types on X, so 
they are types on X. The proof of Theorem 2.6 will use a concrete construction of 
a strongly dually generating sequences for rg. What is more, this sequence can be 
obtained from any given sequence of convex bounded sets Wn, n E N, in X** such 
that g E Wn for every n E N, as described in Theorem 2.5 below. For any subset 
A of X** (or of X(4)) A denotes the weak* closure of A in X(4). 

THEOREM 2.5. Let g E X(4) and W1 D D ... be bounded convex subsets 
of X** such that g E Ao=L1 Wn. Then there exist convex subsets L1 D L2 D ... of 
X** so that 

(a) Wn D Ln for every n E N, and 
(b) if x** E Ln for every n E N, then the sequence (x**) strongly dually generates 

g9 

PROOF. We may assume that g 0 X. Let F, H be finite subsets of X and X(3) 
respectively, E > 0 and L a bounded and convex subset of X**. If 

L9HE = {1 E L: iil+xii < (1+E)ijg+xjj for all x E F and g(f)-e < f(l) for f E H} 

then LgFHE is a convex subset of L and if g E L then g E L (Lemma 2.5 in 
[6]). t 

Let {x1,x2,. .. } be a dense, countable subset of X and Fn = {X1, x2. .. *xn} 
for every n E N. We choose finite subsets H1 C H2 C . of the unit ball of X(3) 
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such that 

(12) max(g+x)(f)>19g+xX|-1/n forxEFn. 

Set Ln = WgFf H 1/ for every n E N. The sets Ln are convex, decreasing and 
satisfy (a). We prove that they also satisfy (b). For each n E N choose xn* E Ln. 
If x = xn, (no E N) then 

(13) IIx** + xjj < (1 + 1/n)jig + xjj for every n > no 

because x E Fn for every n > nO. On the other hand, for every n E N, f E Hn and 
x E Fn 

(14) f(x** + x) > g(f) - 1/n + f(x) = (g + x)(f) - 1/n. 

Hence for x = xno we have 

(15) lIxn* + xll > max f(xn* + x) > max (g + x)(f) - 1/n > jig + xjj - 1/2n. 
fEH n fEHn 

Relation (15), combined with (13), shows that 

(16) rg(x) =limllx+x**Il for everyx E {Xl, X2,... *} 
n n 

Since {x1, x2, . . . } is dense in X 

(17) rg(x) = limlIx+x**II for every x EX. 
n 

Hence (x4*) dually generates rg and since the sets Ln (n E N) are convex and 
decreasing, it follows that (x**) strongly dually generates rg. 

THEOREM 2.6. Let X be a separable Banach space. A function r: X - y R is 
a fourth dual type on X if and only if it is an 11+ -dual type on X. 

PROOF. Let r = rg be a fourth dual type on X. Using Theorem 2.5 for Wn = 

{x E X**: llxil < ilgl1} (n E N) we can find a sequence (Xn*) in X** which strongly 
dually generates r. Conversely, if r is an 11+-dual on X and (x4*) C X** strongly 
dually generates r, then using again Theorem 2.5 for Wn = conv{xi**: i > n} and 
g E fln?L1 Wn, we find a sequence (yn*) of far-out convex combinations of (x4*) 
which strongly dually generates rg. Thus r = rg. 

The proof of the following corollary is entirely analogous to Corollary 2.2 in [6], 
making use of Theorem 2.5. 

COROLLARY 2.7. Let r be a type on X, (x4*) a sequence in X** dually gener- 
ating r and Wn = conv{x**: i > n} for every n E N. Then (x4*) strongly dually 
generates r if and only if r = rg for g c fnlL1 Wn. 

Using Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 we give a characterization of a fourth dual type rg, 
where g is a Baire-1 element of X(4) i.e. a weak* limit in X(4) of a sequence in 
X**. Similar results for double dual types are found in [6]. 

THEOREM 2.8. Let r be a type on X. There exists a Baire-1 element g of X(4) 
such that r = rg if and only if there exists a sequence (x4*) in X** which is weakly 
Cauchy and strongly dually generates r. 

PROOF. Let r = Tg for some g E X(4) and (x4*) a sequence in X*. weak*- 
converging in X(4) to g. Using Theorem 2.5 for Wn = conv{x**: i > n} and 
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g E nfn=L1 Wl we find a sequence (y**) of far-out convex combinations of (x**) 
which strongly dually generates r. Moreover (yn*) converges weak* in X(4) to g. 
For the converse, let (xn*) be a sequence in X** which strongly dually generates 
r, and is weakly Cauchy. If g E X(4) is the weak* limit of (x4*) in X(4) and 

Wn = conv{x**: i > n}, then g E n,l?=L Wn, and hence by Theorem 2.5, r = Tg. 
From the previous theorem and the fact that, if a sequence has no weak-Cauchy 

subsequence, it has a subsequence equivalent to the usual basis of 11 [5], we have 

COROLLARY 2.9. Let X be a separable Banach space. If 11 does not embed in 
X**, then for every 11+ -dual type r on X there is a Baire-1 element g of X(4) with 

= _ g 

Finally, using Theorem 2.6, we shall prove that every co+-type is a fourth dual 
type on a separable Banach space. 

PROPOSITION 2.10. Every co+ -type on X is a fourth dual type on X. More- 
over if (xn) C X co+-strongly generates r, then the sequence (yn*) in X** with 

Yn* * - limm,u (xn + + Xm) (U any nontrivial ultrafilter orb N) strongly dually 
generates r. 

PROOF. Let (xn) be a sequence in X which co+-strongly generates r. According 
to Proposition 2.3 it is sufficent to prove that for every E > 0 and x E X there is 
an I E N such that 

(18) 1lix + y*||-r(x)I < e for every y** E conv{yn*: n > l}. 

Since (xn) co+-strongly generates r, Theorem 1.5(a) implies that for x c X and 
E > 0 there exists an 1 e N such that 

(19) IIIx+yI I-r(x)I <E for every yE co+-conv{xn: n> l}. 

Take Ynm = Xn + * + xm for n, m E N. For all natural numbers nk > * * > 

n? > I and scalars a,,..., ak > 0 with a1 + a2 + + ak = 1, we have 

(20) conv{alynim + * * + akynkm: m > nk} C co+-conv{xn: n > l}. 

If y** E conv{y*: n > l} then y** -w*- limm,u a,Ynm + + akynkmI where 
<nl? < ... < nk and a,, .. ., ak > 0 with a, + + ak = 1. Relations (20) and 

(19) imply that 

(21) llx + y**11 < lim llx + alynlm + * + akynkm I < E + r(X); 
m,U 

on the other hand, using the Hahn Banach theorem 

(22) r(x) - e < llx + Y**j1. 

Thus'(18) follows, and hence r is an 11+-dual type on X. According to Theorem 
2.6, r is a fourth dual type on X. 
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